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Having our this bundle a few months ago and getting back into a breastfeeding
 routine has been both amazing, yet stressful at the same time. With both other
 kids, I had major milk supply issues. I couldn’t even nurse Landyn past three
 months and I had to really work hard trying everything in the books to increase
 my supply when we learned Lavery suffered from a dairy and soy allergy.
 Thankfully, I was able to surpass my struggle and nurse Lavery past her first
 year.
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With Lakelyn this time around, my milk supply has been amazing from the start!
 While our breastfeeding relationship has been flawless, I know I need to have
 milk on hand for when I’ll need to be away from her during a feeding. It’s always
 my biggest fear I’ll go through the pain of pumping a bunch of milk only to spill it
 or have something happen to waste all of that hard earned breastmilk! I was so
 excited to learn of the Milk-Saver to help me top off when I pump and not put
 any of that liquid gold to waste.

 

Wondering how it works? It’s easy! You simply place the Milk-Saver in your
 nursing bra or tank while nursing on the opposite side your baby feeds on. It
 collects milk that drips while you’re feeding on the other side so instead of filling
 up a nursing pad, you’re collecting the milk to use later. Brilliant right!? Like, why
 didn’t I think of that!? Here are my thoughts :

It would be a LIFESAVER while you’re really working on establishing your
 breastfeeding relationship. If you want an idea to put your baby registry –
 this is it!
While I never got enough in my Milk-Saver for a full bottle, I was always
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 Everywhere
 able to use it to top off what I pumped and just add that little bit more.
 Plus, it made me feel so good knowing even that small amount wasn’t going
 to waste.
So easy to use. I keep it right by my nightstand in its own little stand and
 use it when I’m feeling full during a feeding (normally at night) then just
 wash and dry to use next time.

While it’s a little bulky, it’s not meant to be hidden in your bra while out and
 about; it’s sole purpose is to collect any excess milk while you’re feeding. So,
 while I wouldn’t take it out with me while on-the-go, it’s so perfect and compact
 to have on hand with you around the house to use while nursing. The only thing I
 think would be even more awesome is if you could somehow wear it while
 sleeping to collect the milk from the times when you’re leaking at night. My little
 lady has been mostly sleeping through the night since three weeks old, so up until
 a few weeks ago; it felt like I was waking up to a puddle in the morning!

If you’re looking for the perfect gift idea for a new mom, snag her an award wining
 Milk-Saver.. this truly is something unique yet so helpful and useful all at the
 same time!

Connect with Milk-Saver on Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, & Instagram.
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I always wanted to try these. Great idea.

Kayla S

Thats a great idea!
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